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Abstract

The present chapter looks at heat generation and heat removal in fiber lasers, particularly if high-power or high-energy operation is required. In the context of the review, for the purpose of calculation of heat dissipation for different parts of the active gain media and providing effective cooling procedures, thermal loading as well as longitudinal and transverse temperature profiles of dual-clad fibers are comprehensively investigated both inside and outside of the doped fiber core. Considering numerical analysis, the heat deposited in the fiber due to pump and laser power is determined via the steady-state equations and also transient conductive, convective, as well as radiative heat transfer equations. Besides this, important features regarding how to mitigate thermal effects are stated. On the other hand, we will show that chilling mechanisms are very efficient methods for dissipating heat which is extensively adopted in high-power regimes. Finally, the concept of a cryogenic laser is discussed after propounding a novel cooling system, namely the dry-ice chiller.
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1. Introduction

Due to eminent efficiency, good compactness and reliability, outstanding spatial beam quality, efficient heat dissipation, and freedom from thermal lensing, fiber lasers are now competing with their bulk solid-state counterparts for interesting scientific and industrial applications [1–3] such as material processing, defense, remote sensing, free-space communication, etc. With the availability of high-power and high-brightness laser diodes accompanied with cladding pumped architecture, a rise in output power from ytterbium (Yb)–doped, double-clad fiber laser sources has been dramatic recently, maturing to the point of hundreds of Watts [4–6], even in the case of continuous-wave (CW) regimes, 10/50 kW for single-transverse-mode/multi-mode operations [7], and beyond.
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Thanks to the long and thin fiber geometries, stress fracture and beam distortion, which are major problems for bulk solid-state lasers, can both be alleviated in fiber lasers. However, heat management and nonlinear effects, i.e., stimulated Brillouin and Raman scatterings (SBS and SRS), are still the most critical issues for scaling higher output powers [8]. By utilizing large mode area (LMA) fibers and broadening the spectral bandwidth of the seeding signal, the latter can be effectively suppressed.

Fiber lasers inherently exhibit exceptional capacity for heat dissipation, facilitated by very long and thin fiber cylinders with a large surface area to active volume ratio. In practice, the physical design to eliminate nonlinearities deteriorates thermal management in high-power regimes [9–11] and hence increases the threshold to thermal lensing features. One should keep in mind that double-clad optical fibers are surrounded by a low index polymer coating with limited tolerance to heat (~150–200 °C) [12], while the core temperature is always located below the melting point of quartz (1982 K) [13].

The majority of the heat converted from the optical power takes place in the fiber core, where most of the pump power is absorbed. The maximum temperature is hence expected to appear at the fiber axis. The fraction of power turned into heat due to quantum defect is defined as the ratio of pump–to–signal wavelengths, however, the actual heat fraction depends on the detailed kinetics of the system being used [14].

It is worth noting that, whilst the fiber laser is immune to thermal effects to a large extent at low powers, there are significant characteristics and major restrictions in a kilowatt power domain [15–16] which influence laser performance and cannot be ignored. In one embodiment, pump-induced heating can cause a number of serious problems, comprising;

• formation of thermal cracks due to internal thermal stress and expansion;
• shortening of fiber lifetime owing to damage of fiber coatings, even melting of the glass;
• degradation of laser beam quality due to thermal lensing;
• deterioration of optical coupling efficiency affected by the undesirable temperature–induced motion of mechanical parts;
• enhancement of mode instability [17–18] and mode distortion [19];
• reduction of laser quantum efficiency and gain coefficient; and finally
• intensification of threshold power.

Another approach implies that fiber fractures may be distinguished at high average power under pulsed operation.

From another point of view, the question of how to optimize fiber and pump conditions in order to facilitate heat dissipation is critical at any kilowatt level. Once an appropriate distribution of operating temperatures is considered for the whole fiber, other issues like thermo–optic effects, fiber lifetime, and mechanical stability are easily diminished [20]. Thus, it is important to investigate an accurate model for estimating temperature along the fiber, and then to supply appropriate cooling techniques.
There are some solutions to drastically lower the operating temperature for double-clad fiber lasers including active or passive efficient cooling [21]. Increasing of gain, beam quality, thermal conductivity, as well as efficiency, together with reducing the thermal expansion and thermo-optic coefficients, temperature gradients, thermal lensing, self-pulsing [22], thermally induced broadening, saturation, and threshold powers are the main approaches used in such chilling systems but at the cost of raising spectral linewidth [23]. Synthesizing those factors in cryogenically cooled systems allows for strong improvements in master-oscillator and power-amplifier performance.

This chapter emphasizes the understanding of heat generation and removal concerned with fiber laser amplifiers. A comprehensive review is provided to predict thermal treatment along the active media in Section 2. Particular focus is placed on theoretically analyzing the pump-induced temperature change, applicable for a couple of CW and pulsed modes for optical fiber lasers and amplifiers. Additionally, three-dimensional (3D) simulation is implemented both for axial and transverse thermal distributions by means of conductive, convective, as well as radiative heat transfer relations. In the final section, significant chilling procedures are introduced, including air and liquid cooling, thermoelectric heat sinks, dry-ice chillers, and the concept of cryogenic lasers, etc.

2. Theory

In order to improve laser performance and decrease thermal destructive effects, temperature evolution must be determined within the fiber laser which relies on the pump beam intensity profile, thermal properties (glass fiber and cladding materials), geometry, and cooling medium [24].

In all optical doped fibers, thermal effects are associated with absorbing a finite amount of optical power by the active gain media. If the electronic relaxation of the dopant involves non-radiative processes, heat is generated. For high-power regimes, thermal effects can limit the maximum pump power that can be delivered to the fiber and therefore the maximum output power [25] which can be extracted. In turn, this can mitigate the maximum seed signal injected in booster amplifiers and fiber attenuators.

Herein, explicit expressions for the thermal behavior made by the pump or lasing power, as well as heat deposited both inside and outside of the fiber core, are derived by analytically solving the heat diffusion equation [26–28]. In general terms, we consider only the case where the core and cladding regions are concentric. This assumption can also be readily modified in a more advanced treatment of the scaling effects and is not expected to influence the substance of our conclusions.

By presuming circular cross-sectional areas seen in Figure 1, there are three distinct regions for double-clad fibers that need to be addressed: (I) the core, (II) the inner cladding, and (III) the outer cladding zones. The quantities $a$, $b$, and $c$ indicate the core, inner, and outer cladding radii, respectively.
Commonly, the general form of the heat conduction equation in an isotropic medium in order to determine the time-dependent 3D temperature distribution can be written as:

\[
\rho c_v \frac{\partial T(r, \varphi, z, t)}{\partial t} - \kappa \nabla^2 T(r, \varphi, z, t) = Q(r, \varphi, z, t)
\]  

Here, \( T \) illustrates the temperature, the radial/axial coordinate is \( r / z \), \( \varphi \) the azimuthal angle, and \( t \) denotes the time. Moreover, \( \kappa \) shows the thermal conductivity of the fiber and the dissipated heat density per unit volume that is created in the fiber core is displayed as \( Q(r, \varphi, z, t) \). In addition, \( \rho \) and \( c_v \) demonstrate the mass density of the material and the specific heat capacity at a constant volume, respectively.

**2.1. CW Mode**

2.1.1. Transverse thermal analysis

In what follows, we focus on the case where the deposition of heat density into the fiber is uniform, \( Q(r, \varphi, z, t) = Q_0 \) [29–30] which is a good approximation in long, weakly doped fibers. Note that, any azimuthal variations can be ignored for the symmetrical structure of the fiber in cylindrical coordinates. On the other hand, no \( z \) variation is taken into account (\( \partial^2 / \partial z^2 = 0 \)), where \( z \) is the propagation direction along the fiber.

To model thermal effects, we refer to the cladding with identifying separated layers. In the first approach, let us suppose that the core and two cladding regions are composed of similar glass, with analogous thermal and mechanical properties [26] as well as comparable temperature-independent parameters comprising Poisson’s ratio, Young’s modulus, thermal expansion, and refractive index variation. Moreover, the dominant heat profile is deposited only in the uniform core.
Regarding Figure 1, under the steady-state operation ($\partial / \partial t = 0$), the heat equation for an isotropic medium Eq. (1) can be rewritten as follows:

$$\nabla^2 T(r) = -\frac{Q_0}{\kappa} \quad (2)$$

Therefore, applying a simplifier hypothesis, the above equation can be expounded for three distinct areas:

$$\frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left[ r \frac{\partial T_1(r)}{\partial r} \right] = -\frac{Q_0}{\kappa_1} \quad 0 \leq r \leq a \quad (3)$$

$$\frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left[ r \frac{\partial T_2(r)}{\partial r} \right] = 0 \quad a \leq r \leq b \quad (4)$$

$$\frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left[ r \frac{\partial T_3(r)}{\partial r} \right] = 0 \quad b \leq r \leq c \quad (5)$$

The temperatures and their derivatives must be continuous across the borders [31]. Therefore, the multipoint boundary conditions of the thermal conductive equations are given by:

$$T_1(r = a) = T_2(r = a) \quad \text{and} \quad T_2(r = b) = T_3(r = b) \quad (6)$$

$$\frac{\partial T_1(r)}{\partial r} \bigg|_{r=a} = \frac{\partial T_2(r)}{\partial r} \bigg|_{r=a} \quad (7)$$

$$\frac{\partial T_2(r)}{\partial r} \bigg|_{r=b} = \frac{\partial T_3(r)}{\partial r} \bigg|_{r=b} \quad (8)$$

In addition, the temperature in the center of the core ($r = 0$) must satisfy:

$$\frac{\partial T_1(r)}{\partial r} \bigg|_{r=0} = 0 \quad (9)$$
Yet, another boundary condition is that for \( r = c \), where Newton’s law of cooling is governed, \( T_3 \) actualizes the following formula [26]:

\[
\kappa_2 \frac{\partial T_3}{\partial r} \bigg|_{r=c} = h \left[ T_c - T_3 \left( r = c \right) \right]
\]

(10)

where \( h \) is the total of the convective and radiative heat transfer coefficients and \( T_c \) ascertains the coolant temperature. Straightforward solution of Eqs (3)–(5), subject to the aforementioned boundary conditions, results in the following expressions for the temperatures in regions I, II, and III [13];

\[
T_1 (r) = T_0 - \frac{Q \alpha a^2}{4 \kappa_1} \quad 0 \leq r \leq a
\]

(11)

\[
T_2 (r) = T_0 - \frac{Q \alpha a^2}{4 \kappa_2} - \frac{Q \alpha a^2}{2 \kappa_2} \ln \left( \frac{r}{a} \right) \quad a \leq r \leq b
\]

(12)

\[
T_3 (r) = T_0 - \frac{Q \alpha a^2}{4 \kappa_1} - \frac{Q \alpha a^2}{2 \kappa_2} \ln \left( \frac{b}{a} \right) - \frac{Q \alpha a^2}{2 \kappa_3} \ln \left( \frac{r}{b} \right) \quad b \leq r \leq c
\]

(13)

Equation 11 shows that in the pumped core region, the temperature varies quadratically with \( r \), while Eqs (12) and (13) reveal that the temperature logarithmically falls off. Furthermore, \( T_0 \) (the temperature of core’s center), which is related to the coolant temperature, can be described by use of [13]:

\[
T_0 = T_c + \frac{Q \alpha a^2}{2 h c} + \frac{Q \alpha a^2}{2 \kappa_2} \ln \left( \frac{b}{a} \right) + \frac{Q \alpha a^2}{2 \kappa_3} \ln \left( \frac{c}{b} \right)
\]

(14)

Besides, the average temperature \( T_\text{av} \) [26] can be calculated thus:

\[
T_\text{av} = \frac{\int_0^T T_1 (r) \, dr + \int_a^T T_2 (r) \, dr + \int_b^T T_3 (r) \, dr}{\int_0^T \, dr}
\]

(15)
2.1.2. 3D thermal analysis

2.1.2.1. Analytical approach

The obtained results in the previous section can be easily extended to the non–uniform heat deposition or pump light absorption [32–33]. Therefore, Eq. (3) modifies to the following form [34–35]:

\[ \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left[ r \frac{\partial T(r,z)}{\partial r} \right] = -\frac{Q(r,z)}{\kappa_1} \quad 0 \leq r \leq a \]  

(16)

The absorbed pump power within the fiber length is expressed as follows:

\[ \Delta P_{\text{abs}} = P_p(z) - P_p(z + dz) = \frac{dP_p(z)}{dz} \Delta z \]  

(17)

\[ \Delta Q(r,z) = (1 - \eta) \Delta P_{\text{abs}} \]  

(18)

Therefore, utilizing the definition of forward and backward pump powers [36–38], we can conclude that:

\[ Q(r,z) = Q(z) = \frac{\alpha(z) P_p(z)}{\pi a^2} (1 - \eta) \]  

(19)

where

\[ \alpha(z) = \alpha_s(z) + \alpha_a \]  

(20)

Here, \(Q(z)\) represents the heat power density along the axial direction of the fiber, \(\eta\) is the quantum efficiency, \(\alpha(z)\) denotes the absorption coefficient and \(\alpha_s\) indicates the signal scattering loss. Hence, the temperatures in the core and claddings can be derived by employing steady–state thermal conductive equations subject to boundary conditions, as below [39]:

\[ T_1(r,z) = T_0 - \frac{Q(z)}{4 \kappa_1} r^2 \quad 0 \leq r \leq a \]  

(21)

\[ T_2(r,z) = T_0 - \frac{Q(z)}{2 \kappa_1} a^2 - \frac{Q(z)}{2 \kappa_2} a^2 \ln \left( \frac{r}{a} \right) \quad a \leq r \leq b \]  

(22)
In general terms, the temperature profiles are significantly affected by pump evolution along the fiber length. For example, the temperature conducts along the radial and axial directions of the fiber in forward and bidirectional pumping modes shown in Figure 2(a) and (b), respectively. It can be seen that the temperature distribution for the forward pump mode is uneven along the fiber. At the fiber axis ($r=0$), the maximum (minimum) temperature of $357.8 \degree C$ ($33.0 \degree C$) is attained at the fiber input (output) side. Therefore, some active cooling procedures have to be taken at the input side of the fiber. As would be expected, the radial distribution of the temperature profile can be ignored while significant heat is traveling through the axial direction of the fiber.

$$T_1(r,z) = T_0 - \frac{Q(z)a^2}{4\kappa_1} - \frac{Q(z)a^2}{2\kappa_2} \ln \left( \frac{b}{a} \right) - \frac{Q(z)a^2}{2\kappa_3} \ln \left( \frac{r}{b} \right) \quad b \leq r \leq c$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

Figure 2. Evolution of temperature along both radial and axial directions of the fiber for (a) forward pump mode and, (b) bidirectional pumping configuration [35].

Analogously, according to Figure 2(b), at the fiber axis ($r=0$), a maximum (minimum) temperature of $237.4 \degree C$ ($84.2 \degree C$) is reached at the fiber input and output sides (middle of the fiber). The maximum temperature difference in the radial direction is $7.6 \degree C$, which is obtained at the output side.

Comparing the results of the forward pump mode with that of the bidirectional pumping configuration, one can be said that the temperature evolutions in axial and radial directions of the fiber for the two–end pump mode are more even, and the maximum temperature in the fiber is decreased by $120.4 \degree C$. Therefore, the bidirectional pumped array is preferred here.

2.1.2.2. Numerical approach

The scope of this section relates to the case where $\frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} \neq 0$. Here, the injected pump light is absorbed by doped ions in the fiber core. Hence, there is a heat source in the core that does not
exist in the claddings. In this case, according to the non-uniformity (exponential evolution) of the pump power in the axial direction, the $Q$ value is not constant. On the other side, since the fiber length is much larger than the cross section, the capability of heat dissipation from the fiber end facets is much lower than from the fiber sides.

The heat dissipation as well as both transverse and longitudinal temperature distributions in a typical rare-earth doped dual-clad fiber is expressed by the following time-independent thermal conduction equation in symmetric cylindrical coordinate $(r, z)$ [9, 15, 20, 27]:

\[
\frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left[ r \frac{\partial T_1(r,z)}{\partial r} \right] + \frac{\partial^2 T_1(r,z)}{\partial z^2} = -\frac{q(r,z)}{\kappa_1} \quad 0 \leq r \leq a
\] (24)

\[
\frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left[ r \frac{\partial T_2(r,z)}{\partial r} \right] + \frac{\partial^2 T_2(r,z)}{\partial z^2} = 0 \quad a \leq r \leq b
\] (25)

\[
\frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left[ r \frac{\partial T_3(r,z)}{\partial r} \right] + \frac{\partial^2 T_3(r,z)}{\partial z^2} = 0 \quad b \leq r \leq c
\] (26)

The boundary condition at the surface between the fiber cladding and the ambient environment is given by Newton’s and Stefan–Boltzmann’s laws, as below [35]:

\[
\kappa_2 \frac{\partial T_3}{\partial r} \bigg|_{r=c} = h(z) \left[ T_c - T_3(r=c) \right]
\] (27)

Here, $h$ is a function of $z$ too [10] that can be determined using the following relations:

\[
h(z) = 0.5 \times N_o(z) \kappa_c \chi^{-1}
\] (28)

\[
N_o(z) \exp \left[ -\frac{2}{N_o(z)} \right] = 0.16 \times \left[ G_i(z) P_r \right]^{1/3}
\] (29)

\[
G_i(z) = 8g d_i^5 \chi^3 \mu_i^2 T_c^{-1} \left[ (r=c,z) - T_c \right]
\] (30)

where $T$ indicates the temperature in the fiber, and the heat sink temperature is represented by $T_c$. Also, $q(r, z)$ exhibits the heat dissipated in a unit volume, chiefly generated in the fiber
core, where most of the pump power is absorbed. This can be obtained by calculating all the input and output optical powers flowing into and out of a unit volume at \((r, z)\). Furthermore, \(h(z)\) shows the convective coefficient, \(g\) ascertains the acceleration of gravity as well as \(N_u\), \(G_r\), and \(P_r\) which denote the Nusselt, Grashof, and Prandtl numbers, respectively. Moreover, \(d, \mu_c\), and \(\kappa_c\) accordingly depict the density, viscosity, and thermal conductivity of the coolant. Thus, the analytical expression for the Nusselt number is expressed below [40]:

\[
N_u(z) = \frac{0.60 + 0.387 \left[ G_r(z) P_r \right]^{1/6}}{1 + \left( 0.559 / P_r \right)^{9/26}}
\]

Since the highest temperature occurs at the fiber axis, it needs to pay more attention to the temperature behavior along the fiber axis. We then introduce \(T_{ave}\) as the longitudinally averaged temperature along the fiber axis, namely [27]:

\[
T_{ave} = \frac{1}{L} \int_0^L T(r=0, z) dz
\]

At last, the dissipated heat across the whole fiber cross section is realized by [20]:

\[
Q(z) = 2\pi \int_0^L q(r, z) dr
\]

Therefore, the heat converted from the optical power per unit length of fiber can be compared under different pumps and fiber conditions. Herein, there is no any analytical solution and Eqs (24)–(26) can be solved numerically using the finite element method (FEM).

In 2004, Wang et al. [10] showed that lower operating temperature and more uniform heat dissipation in fibers can be obtained by optimizing the arrangement of pump powers, pump absorption coefficients, and fiber lengths through the distributed side–pumping mode. As a beneficial solution for a traditional end–pumped scheme, the arrangement of uneven pump absorption coefficients along the cavity can improve laser efficiency and reduce fiber temperature.

Figures 3 and 4 show the calculated temperature evolution in a typical Yb–doped double–clad fiber at the fiber axis \((r=0)\) and at the inner/outer cladding boundary \((r=125 \, \mu m)\) with uniform as well as non–uniform pump absorption coefficients. From these figures, one can reach the conclusion that the temperature difference in the radial direction is much smaller than in the axial direction. However, the average temperature is very high at the fiber end faces.
In addition, the uneven temperature distribution results from non-uniform pump absorption in the fiber.

2.1.3. Radiative heat transfer

When the temperature of a body rises, three dominant thermal effects can be seen in it: convection, conduction, and the radiation. The latter process is in the form of electromagnetic radiation emitted by a heated surface in all directions. It travels directly to its point of absorption at the speed of light [35]. The total radiant heat energy radiated by a surface at a temperature greater than absolute zero is proportional to the Stefan–Boltzmann law. Usually, at high pump powers, the process of heat transfer is not only dominated by convection, but also being employed with radiation. The radiative heat transfer has to be considered in the thermal, stress, and thermo-optic analyses of any type of high-powered fiber lasers.

The procedure of heat dissipation from the fiber core to the fiber periphery is illustrated in Figure 5. At first, the heat generated in the fiber core is transferred to the surface by thermal conduction, and then dissipated to the ambient air by convective and radiative heat transfer. There are no heat sources in both the fiber inner and outer claddings.

For isotropic medium, the heat transfer between the surface of the fiber and the surrounding medium is given by [41]:

---

**Figure 3.** Temperature distribution in a 32-m fiber under an end-pump scheme with non-uniform pump absorption coefficients in five segments [10].

**Figure 4.** Temperature distribution in a 55-m fiber under a distributed side-pumped scheme with a uniform pump absorption coefficient of 1.2 dB/m, in seven segments [10].
where the convective heat transfer coefficient \( (h_c) \), can be obtained from the following equation:

\[
h_c = 0.5N_a \kappa c
\]

Also, the radiative heat transfer can be calculated using:

\[
Q_r = 2\pi c L \sigma_b \left( T_{\text{er}} - T_\infty \right)
\]

where \( L \) is the fiber length, \( T_{\text{er}} \) ascertains the temperature at the surface of the fiber, \( T_\infty \) the environmental temperature, \( \epsilon \) the surface emissivity, and \( \sigma_b \) denotes the Stefan–Boltzmann constant of the fiber material.

For a more convenient course of calculation, the radiative heat transfer coefficient \( (h_r) \) can also be described as:

\[
Q_r = 2\pi c L h_r \left( T_{\text{er}} - T_\infty \right)
\]

In other words, the value of \((h_r)\) can be clarified from:

\[
h_r = \frac{\epsilon \sigma_b \left( T_{\text{er}} - T_\infty \right)}{T_{\text{er}} - T_\infty}
\]

Figure 5. Model of heat dissipation in a double–clad fiber.
Eventually, the total heat transfer is a summation of the convection and radiation heat transfers as follows:

\[ Q = Q_c + Q_r = 2\pi c L h \left( T_{in} - T_e \right) \]  

(39)

where

\[ h = h_c + h_r \]  

(40)

It can see from Figure 6 that radiative heat transfer strictly increases with temperature, while convection remains almost constant during pumping. For this reason, the total heat transfer coefficient is affected more by radiation [40]. From the data in the curve, the \( h_c \) coefficient possesses non-linear variation when the temperature difference between the surface of the fiber and the environment is below 100 °C. This means that the effect of convection heat transfer is dominant at low temperature domains.

Figure 6. Heat transfer coefficients \( h_c, h_r \), and \( h \) as the temperature difference between the surface of the fiber and the environment varies from 5 to 975 °C [40].

2.2. Pulsed regime

Contrary to CW mode, the analytical expressions for the temperature portion in individual fiber regions for the pulsed operating system are given by:
where $\eta$ represents the quantum efficiency and the average pump power absorbed per unit volume is demonstrated by $P_\nu(r)$. Here, the heat produced by multiple pulses or pump, simulates utilizing the time–dependent convection heat transfer equation in the dynamic regime.

At the first approximation, we assume that the absorbing region of the fiber is long enough and the rate of change of the absorption product is small enough, so that the longitudinal temperature gradient within the doped region is small. The ratio of the rate of heat flows out of the ends of the doped zone to that of the sides of the doped region after an instantaneous heating process effectively scales as the ratio of the dopant radius to the length of gain fiber. Consequently, at a given location $z$ along the fiber, heat flows mostly radially, and at all times, $t>0$, the $z$–dependence of $T(r, \phi, z, t)$ is the same as that of the initial temperature profile $T(r, \phi, z)$. In the following, we therefore omit the $z$–dependence in our notation for the sake of simplicity. As the fiber cools down, by supposing the azimuthal symmetry, the spatial and temporal evolution of the core temperature distribution is described by the homogeneous heat conduction equation [42] with a source term:

$$\rho c_v \frac{\partial T_j(r, \phi, z, t)}{\partial t} - \kappa \nabla^2 T_j(r, \phi, z, t) = \eta P_\nu(r) \quad 0 \leq r \leq a$$  \hspace{1cm} (41)$$

$$\rho c_v \frac{\partial T_j(r, \phi, z, t)}{\partial t} - \kappa \nabla^2 T_j(r, \phi, z, t) = 0 \quad a \leq r \leq b$$  \hspace{1cm} (42)$$

$$\rho c_v \frac{\partial T_j(r, \phi, z, t)}{\partial t} - \kappa \nabla^2 T_j(r, \phi, z, t) = 0 \quad b \leq r \leq c$$  \hspace{1cm} (43)$$

The general solution is proposed in the following form [16]:

$$\Delta T(r, t) = \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} a_m(t) J_0 \left( \frac{p_m r}{b} \right) \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\tau_m} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (44)$$

where $\Delta T(r, t)$ is the temperature rise profile, $T_0$ denotes the equilibrium temperature of the surrounding medium, and the time constants $\tau_m$ namely:

$$\tau_m = \frac{\rho c_v \frac{b^2}{\kappa} \frac{1}{p_m^2}}{\kappa}$$  \hspace{1cm} (45)$$
The coefficients $a_m(t)$ and $p_m$ are determined by two boundary conditions. The first one is energy conservation; presuming that cooling is due to natural air convection and, the heat flowing out of the fiber (at $r=b$) is proportional to the temperature difference between the fiber and the periphery air. The proportionality factor is the heat transfer coefficient $h$. This condition can be expressed as:

$$-\kappa \nabla T(r,t)|_{r=b} = h [T(r=b,t) - T_0]$$

(47)

Substituting the general solution Eq. (45) into Eq. (47) yields:

$$p_m I_0(p_m) = \frac{hb}{\kappa} J_0(p_m)$$

(48)

which determines the values of $p_m$.

The second boundary condition is at $t=0$; supposing the temperature distribution at any time equals that of the initial time. Multiplying both sides of Eq. (45) by $r J_0(p_n r/b)$ and integrating in $r$ across the fiber while applying Eq. (48) yields the time–dependent amplitudes $a_m(t)$ which are the solutions of:

$$\frac{\partial a_m}{\partial t} = \frac{b^2}{2} J_0^2(p_m) \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{bh}{\kappa p_m} \right)^2 \right] \exp \left( \frac{t}{\tau_m} \right)$$

(49)

with $a_m(t=0)=0$.

In the particular case of a step pump profile of radius $s$ [$P_s(r)=P_0$ for $r<s$ and 0 for $r>s$], this explanation becomes:

$$\Delta T(r,t) = \frac{2sb\eta P_0}{\kappa} \sum_{m=1}^\infty \frac{J_0(p_m s/b)}{p_m^3 J_0^2(p_m)} \left[ 1 - \exp \left( \frac{at}{\tau_m} \right) \right] I_0 \left( \frac{p_m r}{b} \right)$$

(50)

Assuming $\eta=1$, the radial temporal evolution of the temperature profile at different times is shown in Figure 7. Shortly after the pump is turned on, the heat and the temperature increment are mostly confined to the vicinity of the core. As time goes on, the temperature at the center
of the fiber grows, and as heat flows outward, the temperature rise spreads toward the fiber edge. Eventually, the temperature profile becomes nearly uniform.

Figure 7. Radial temperature profile in a fiber at various times, \( t > 0 \), assuming that at time \( t = 0 \), the fiber begins to absorb 10 mW/cm of power in a doped region of 2 μm radius [16].

In the cladding regions, \( a_m \) is a time–independent coefficient which is determined as follows:

\[
    a_m = \frac{2}{b^2 J_0^2 \left( \frac{P_{in}}{P_{in}} \right)} \int_0^\infty \left( J_0 \left( \frac{P_{in}}{b} \right) \right) \Delta T(r,0) J_0 \left( \frac{P_{in}}{b} \right) rdr
\]

(51)

3. Cooling mechanisms

Fiber lasers and amplifiers have proven themselves as reliable systems with excellent beam quality and high output power. From the numerical and analytical analyses, one can conclude that the thermal effects must be considered at high–power regimes. Therefore, effective heat dissipation is a significant factor, with the aim of preventing damage to the fiber ends, interfaces, and coating. In order to suppress thermal issues, a suitable cooling method can be considered. This section remarks on the fast chilling of optical components and splices in order to modify their practical design, therefore, obtaining an optimum situation.

Heat generated in high–power fiber laser amplifiers is the source of increased temperature and stress inside the gain medium, which causes poor beam quality and restricts average output power. To solve this problem, fiber structures with enhanced mode areas have been suggested. These novel high–power schemes rely on multimode fibers with large diameter cores [43–44] or the amplification process takes place in a fiber cladding [45]. However, even if a high–quality beam is required, they are ultimately restricted by thermal effects.
Furthermore, a significant limiting factor in fiber laser amplifiers under strong pumping conditions is the temperature increase, growing the unsaturable loss mechanism. Effective heat extraction can reduce the temperature-dependent unsaturable losses especially in bismuth-doped fibers, resulting in increased laser performance [46]. In the case of rare-earth ions, unsaturable absorption losses can produce quenching processes such as cross-relaxation and up-conversion [47]. This can lead to wasting of the pump energy, raising the laser threshold, as well as reducing the conversion efficiency.

It is worth mentioning that cryogenically cooled systems promise a revolution in power scalability while maintaining good beam quality because of significant improvements in efficiency and thermo-optic properties. This is particularly true for Yb lasers due to their relatively low quantum defect as well as their broadband absorption spectrum even at cryogenic temperatures [48]. Amplification in Yb-doped fibers is generally possible from 976 nm to 1200 nm, but below 1030 nm it becomes more challenging, since the absorption cross section grows towards shorter wavelengths [49]. This thermal population and thus absorption in the wavelength range above 1000 nm can be significantly alleviated by cooling the fiber to low temperatures [50].

In addition to this, any surface cooling creates a thermal gradient that strains the laser medium as well as distorts optical waves. Lowering of the doping concentration and increasing of the fiber length make the cooling easier, but enhance non-linear effects such as SBS and SRS, which can deplete the amplified signal. An appropriate way to overcome this challenge is by using the anti-Stokes cooling method for spontaneous and stimulated emission radiation-balanced lasers, mentioned by Steven R. Bowman in 1999 [51–52]. Hereupon, the thermal load generated from stimulated emission can be dissipated thoroughly, which permits lasing without detrimental heating of the laser medium.

From another point of view, lower operating temperatures and more uniform heat dissipation at ambient temperature can be achieved by optimizing the arrangement of pump powers, pump absorption coefficients, and fiber lengths [10], presuming a distributed side-pumping mode in passive cooling systems. Additionally, forced chilling methods comprising passive air cooling [53] and active liquid cooling [54–55] through convectional processes, as well as conductive thermoelectric (Peltier) effects [56] using cold plates or heat sinks are noticeable techniques, and thereby a number of detrimental thermal effects can be effectively suppressed.

The liquid chilled thermal management is commonly performed by means of cold water, fluorocarbon refrigerants, ethylene glycol, commercial silicone fluids, and any electronic coolants or the like [54]. Although water cooling has proved to be very efficient at dissipating heat and is extensively adopted for most high-power, solid-state lasers, it cannot be directly applied to most Yb-doped double-clad arrays. For fibers with limited chemical stability such as, fluoride fibers, water cooling should be avoided. However, air cooling is a good candidate for many applications due to its compact structure and moderate dissipating efficiency [20].

In general, for efficiently cooling a system, the exothermic components which have any significant heat load, including high-power laser diodes, integrated combiners, splice points, optical reflectors, as well as doped fibers can be immersed or placed in contact with a thermal
sink of appropriate temperature [57]. In 2011, Fan et al. [13] introduced a copper heat sink with various geometries in order to chill a doped fiber, something which was critical for the reliability of their high-power operation. The thermal contact resistance per unit surface $R_{tc}(m^2K/W)$ between the fiber and the heat sink is expressed as [58]:

$$R_{tc} = \frac{T_s - T_{\infty}}{q''}$$  \hspace{1cm} (52)

where $T_s(K)$ is the fiber surface temperature, $T_{\infty}(K)$ the heat sink temperature, and $q''(W/m^2)$ the heat flux. In fact, Eq. (52) suggests the concept for the treatment of the heat flow through a fiber layer by analogy to the diffusion of electrical charge [12], where the temperature difference is analogous to the electrical voltage which drives the heat flow through a thermal resistant. For an active fiber, the heat generation, $q_0(W/m^3)$, the heat load $q'(W/m)$, and the pump absorption $\alpha(dB/m)$ are related to each other [59]:

$$q_0 = \left(1 - 10^{-\frac{\alpha}{10}}\right) = \frac{P(1 - \frac{\lambda_s}{\lambda_p})}{\pi a^2} = \frac{q'dL}{\pi a^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (53)

where $P$ represents the pump power through a section of length $dL$, and $\lambda_s$ and $\lambda_p$ display the signal and pump wavelengths, respectively. Moreover, $q''$ is defined by $q' / \text{perimeter}$. However, at moderate temperatures higher than $\sim 30 \, ^\circ C$, a novel dry-ice chiller [60–61] is preferred. The practical scheme of a dry-ice heat exchanger being used as fast-cooling equipment for hot optical components is based on the cryogenic powder mixture using ethylene glycol to supply a high-capacity chilling bath, attaining thermal equilibrium for a long while. At the beginning of this process, the dry-ice/glycol bath creates a boiling gel to reduce the temperature to a few degrees as long as the dry-ice debris is available in the coolant. When thermal exchange between dry-ice and glycol takes place, the boiling goes on and the gel temperature drops from $-30 \, ^\circ C$ to $\sim 300 \, K$ [62], depending on the dry-ice loading.

Otherwise, while scaling up the power in high-power or high-energy domains, cryogenic lasers [63] may be required where in general terms, the gain medium is operated at cryogenic temperatures through liquefied gases including ammonia ($\sim 240 \, K$), liquid CO$_2$ ($\sim 195 \, K$), methane ($\sim 111 \, K$), liquid nitrogen ($\sim 77 \, K$), liquid neon ($\sim 27 \, K$), or even liquid helium ($\sim 4 \, K$). The spectral properties of the amorphous glass host material are strongly affected by temperature [50] and one can illustrate how cryogenic cooling methods are employed to dramatically raise the efficiency and the stability of fiber laser amplifiers [64] as well as to efficiently diminish self-pulsing at the price of a spectrally broad emission spectrum. The justification is that the gain cross section of dopant ions becomes greater for various inversions under cryogenic chilling by means of optical refrigeration. In addition, this is believed to be related to the reduction of the thermal population in the upper stark levels of manifold, so that reabsorption at the signal wavelength completely eradicates. This enables the use of a considerably longer fiber length, which could entirely absorb the pump light.
Besides this, spectral density decreases as linewidth increases. The rising in linewidth is believed to be a result of the alleviating the homogeneous broadening due to the lowered operating temperature. To prevent this detrimental problem and achieve a temporally stable, narrow linewidth, highly efficient laser, a volume Bragg grating [23] can be used according to Figure 8. By efficiently cooling an active gain media, the thermal population and therefore the reabsorption losses drop, shifting the preferred lasing beam toward shorter wavelengths [11]. For cryogenically cooling fiber sources, the gain material can easily be submerged in the coolant.

![Figure 8. Cryogenically cooled fiber laser [64].](http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/62102)

In 2006, Seifert et al. intensely reduced the thermal population of the lower laser levels of a Yb–doped fiber amplifier by using cryogenic cooling [65]. One year later, the temperature effect on the emission properties of Yb–doped optical fibers was investigated by Newell et al. They revealed that chilling efficiently eradicates the absorption tail above 1 μm [50]. Moreover, cooling of gain media using liquefied gases drastically limits the destructive third–order non–linear self–pulsing [22] effect. These results show that cryogenic cooling of Yb–doped fiber lasers is a simple way to stabilize the temporal output as well as substantially enhance the efficiency.
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